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Ethics committee report  

Ethics is present in all areas where we work with people 
Preparation for the next small group work on ethics in Tallinn. We will discuss different  topics:  

• How the institute trains students in ethics 
• How to formulate paragraphs and define the kind of codes for training institutes. We will look at the 

incoming proposals from member institutes, which I collected and still waiting for our members to 
send their ethics code for their institutional functioning.  

• Individual cases connected with difficult situations in the therapeutic and training groups 
This time Anna Bielańska will lead the small group work since I will be leading the Sociodrama small group 
with Kerstin Jurdell. 
Please, send in your contributions to Anna Bielańska, abielanska@interia.pl and to me: jteszary@gmail.com 
We also need more paragraphs our members have about code of conduct. The code of conduct provides 
guidelines about ethical behavior towards colleagues, students and towards other institutes. 
Thanks for your cooperation! 

Judith Teszáry 
Chair of FEPTO Ethics Committee 

Communication Committee  report  

When taking on this responsibility in 2017, I was very grateful for the trust I was given. I wanted to 
contribute to the organization I respected long before I became part of it. 
Taking the role, I started with a study of the rules and duties of my job. In this process, I was accompanied in 
an incredibly benevolent way by Nikos Takis and Horatiu Nil Albini. The three of us together with Ana Cruz 
became  partners on the editorial team. They were my eyes, my orientation and my structure in the creative 
process. 
In accordance with my understanding that  continuity must be respected, I discussed tasks or ideas to be 
continued with the previous Communication committee chair. 
For this period, we released 6 editions, each one with its specific vision, trying to express the basic mood or 
characteristic idea of the period.  As editor of the newsletter, my aim was to keep it interesting, attractive 
and functional . In this regard, I worked on a new interactive layout. 
The first step was to make the page-numbers in the content (on the title page) linked. By clicking the page 
number , the reader could directly access the article. This is more convenient and time saving than scrolling. 
The next step was to embed a navigation panel in each page. This made the newsletter become  truly 
electronic. 
Regarding the website my aim was to keep it an updated community archive. This couldn’t be realized 
without the energy and the dedication of our dear webmaster-Horatiu. Thanks to his active engagement 
with the question of widening the directory, we were able to  expand on Pierre Fontaine’s idea of the 
directory of FEPTO countries. 

In closing, I would like to encourage you to give us feedback about the newsletter and website 
on: communication@fepto.com 

Ina Ilieva 
Chair of FEPTO Communication committee 
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